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Project: Isangi REDD+ Project
Comment 1
Date: 8 April 2014
Sent by: Don Tuttle, Jadora LLC (on behalf of villagers)
The comments of villages about the summary of the document( CCB lingala version)
VILLAGE OF YABOTETELE: 1) ( comments) we , village of yabotetele, accepted jadora to work with , since the 1st
, of august, 2009, here in isangi territory. What we have understood from that summary of the document is
community to protect forest in reducing cutting it , for our good, for the next generation good and also for the
world ,that good for all of us. We have benefit from jadora since it came here in isangi territory, by teaching us
how to protect forest, and the benefit we will get from that protection ( as compensation) , jadora taught us
how to remain for a long time( 3 or 4 years) in to the same place ( a fallow) before to move in to the primary
forest but where are our benefit in reducing cutting the forest because our life depend up on the forest, if
jadora employees some of us in the villages in building the school, healthcare, bulding the road, agricultures
activities... so we will reduce cutting the forest.
2) From the document, it said jadora will remain with us 30 years if that will be truth it good thing but we have
experience of safbois they told us that they will be working for 25 years , sorry they did only almost 6 years and
things went down, is jadora won,t be the same.
3) Jadora can,t stop only telling us the theory but we like the ACTIONS we can see actions things will change,
means people will reduce cutting the forest
4) The actions are: schools, healthcare( and equipments), agriculture activities, hiring people in the villages,
building the road and bridges ... we don,t like jadora lie us as safbois did, we like transparency in every thing.
5) We like to work with jadora in franc collaboration.
Chief of the village yabotetele: BOSIMO-BOYAOSO
- Capita of the village
: KAMBI OLEKELA
- Wise of the village:
YAONNDJA GELENGE
- Wise of the village:
KAMANDA LIFETA
- Actor of development:
ISENGANDI
- Actor of development ( a woman) BAGUNDWA SONGELA
THE VILLAGE OF YAOSUKA ( Comments) 1) We community of YAOSUKA ,S VILLAGE, we know jadora very well since it is
here, we often get meeting with them, telling us to protect our forest,

in using more the abandon forest( a fallow) than the primary forest, that good for us and the new generation but all our
life depend upon the forest, so what jadora can do is to bring us more seeds , and teach us the new technical to use
more the fallow than primary forest, to give us means to raise good race of pigs, cow..... we can see our benefit by the
actions in the village.
We are happy with jadora to teach us how to raise tilapia, that good thing for the village .Our fear is jadora can stay 30
years here in isangi, is jadora will respect to realize different actions of development in the village .We like to work with
jadora for the economic and sacial development of the village. We hope that jadora won,t do like safbois. We say
welcome jadora in our village.
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+ chief of the village: MOKILI ELIA
+Capita: BENGELA OTINGI
+ Wise : BELIGO LISIMO
Sec : Gerard BUMBOKA
VILLAGE OFYABETUTA( Comment) we village YABETUTA already accepted jadora to work with them, we accept to
protect our forest and us our land rationally, and also to reduce cutting the primary forest. Jadora also may respect to
give us our benefit by building for us the good school , healthcare, bring us good seed of rice, maize , bring us good race
of pigs and the medicaments or a veterinary to avoid the death of animals.... respect also the period of managing here
in isangi, cause safbois lied us ,he said he will be working in isangi for 25 years but he did only around 6years and go, did
not respect the protocol sign with the community, we are afraid that, case can come back again with jadora
-

Chief of the village:YOMBO LISELE
Ca pita:TABU SANGE
Sage:WANGELA LIFAU

THE VILLAGE OF YOELA ( Comment) We , community of YOELA we accept jadora to manage in our village in the way of
protecting the forest to gather with the community , cause it the interest of the community, and the new generation,
but what we would like from jadora the truth, transparency also to respect the 30years he said , we are ready to reduce
cutting forest, what we can advice jadora is to create the employs in the village many people will reduce to cut primary
forest because they will have no more time to go to the forest to farm itis one of the strategy for reducing the
deforestation.
Our life depend upon the forest, if jadora bring more actions of the development he will see the deforestation reduced.
We have got a lot of teachings from jadora about REDD+ and protecting the forest but what we need now is actions to
build schools, healthcare( equipments) , teach us new technicals of agriculture, to build the bridge.... bring us seeds,
spread fishpond over villages... so to end we say well come to jadora in our village.
-chief of the village: BAYELE OSANGA
- Capita: BAFOE
-Capita: LIKAKA
VILLAGE OF YAONDAIE2 ( Comment) jadora is teaching us protecting the forest for a long time around four years ago, in
reducing deforestation , to use land rationally, that is good for us and the world.The creation of the employs in the
village will reduce deforestation.
We accept to conserve our forest but in return jadora may build us the school, health care, arrange for us where we get
our drink water, the fishponds, one office for the chief of the village, now time for the actions we had got more theory.
The chief of the village: modeste LIFITA NDEKE.

